KAON 2019 - International Conference on Kaon Physics 2019
Aula Magna, University of Perugia, 10-13 September 2019
Conference Website: https://indico.cern.ch/event/769729/
E-mail: kaon2019_loc@pg.infn.it

BULLETIN MARCH 2019
GENERAL INFORMATION
The 2019 edition of the International Conference on Kaon Physics will be hosted by the University of
Perugia (Italy) on 10–13 September 2019. This conference continues the KAON series, started in 1988,
which offers an opportunity for theorists and experimentalists from the high-energy physics community to
discuss all aspects of kaon physics. The KAON conference series cover a broad range of topics in the field of
experimental and theoretical particle physics, mainly related to kaon meson decays and production:
CP and T violation
CKM matrix and Flavour Mixing
Rare decays
Precision SM tests
CPT and Quantum Mechanics
Lepton universality and flavour violation
Lattice gauge theory
Chiral perturbation theory
Physics beyond the Standard Model
Future opportunities in Kaon Physics
The organisers aim to create an informal atmosphere among participants, with plenty of opportunity for
discussions and developing contacts. All of the sessions will be plenary sessions. The community of High
Energy Physicists, from graduate students to senior researchers, both experimentalists and theorists, is
strongly encouraged to participate in the conference. The conference will begin with the morning session of
September 10th, and end with summary talks in the afternoon of September 13th. Registration will take place
in the morning of September 10th.
PREVIOUS KAON CONFERENCES:
KAON 2016: University of Birmingham, United Kingdom
KAON 2013: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA
KAON 2009: Tsukuba, Japan
KAON 2007: Frascati, Italy
KAON 2005: Northwestern University, USA
KAON 2001: Pisa, Italy
KAON99: University of Chicago, USA
Workshop on Kaon Physics 1996 at Orsay
Workshop on Rare Kaon Decay Physics 1991 at KEK
Rare Decay Symposium 1988 at Vancouver
REGISTRATION
Participants will register by means of an online form available on the conference website. An early
registration fee of 300 € + V.A.T. will cover conference costs for those who register by June 30th, 2019.
After this date, the registration fee will be 350 € + V.A.T.. The fee for PhD students will be 300 € + V.A.T.,
regardless of the registration date. The registration fee covers 4 buffet lunches near the conference venue,
coffee breaks and social events. The social programme includes a drink reception in the evening of
September 10th, an excursion in the afternoon of September 11th and a social dinner on September 12th.
Tickets for social activities and lunches of accompanying persons will be available on site and must be
requested in advance, via online registration.
VISAS
Participants requiring a visa should register as soon as possible and apply by June 10th at latest, to ensure the
visa application is processed before the conference starts. Further details will be available in the conference
website.

IMPORTANT DATES
Early registration closes: 30 June 2019
Late registration closes: 1 September 2019
Letter of invitation for visa application: 10 June 2019
Deadline for abstract submission: 30 June 2019
Abstract decision: 15 July 2019
PROCEEDINGS
Contributions to this conference will be peer-reviewed and published online in the Institute of Physics
Conference Series.
ACCOMMODATION
Accommodation will be available in the city centre, near the conference venue. Typical prices of hotel rooms
are around 80-100 €/night/person. A number of rooms from University hostels will be made available at a
special price. Information and the list of recommended hotels can be found on the conference website.
TRAVEL
BY PLANE:
o The International Airport of Rome-Fiumicino "Leonardo da Vinci" – Rome.
Once arrived at Rome-Fiumicino airport you can reach Perugia in two ways:
§ By BUS, with SULGA company – daily direct connections from Fiumicino Airport
"Leonardo da Vinci” (Bus Hub adjacent to the Terminal 3 exits – Arrivals) to Perugia.
§ By TRAIN, along the Roma-Perugia line. Please check departures from "Fiumicino
Aeroporto" railway station to Perugia Fontivegge main railway station “Perugia”.
o The International Airport of Rome-Ciampino "G. B. Pastine" – Rome.
§ If you arrive at Ciampino Airport you first have to move to the Roma Termini railway
station by bus and then catch a train to Perugia Fontivegge railway station “Perugia”.
o The International Airport of Umbria "San Francesco d'Assisi" – Sant'Egidio (Perugia).
• BY BUS:
o SULGA (http://www.sulga.eu/): lines to/from Rome (Roma Tiburtina Bus Station, close to
Roma Tiburtina railway station, or Fiumicino Airport) to the Perugia city center (stop Piazza
Partigiani) or Perugia railway station (Stazione Fontivegge). Tickets are available on board.
o FLIXBUS (https://www.flixbus.it/): direct connections with Perugia from the Roma Tiburtina
Bus Station and from other italian destinations.
o ACAP: bus service from/to Airport St. Egidio and some hotels in Perugia.
• BY CAR:
o From highway A1 (Florence-Rome section)
§ north: take Valdichiana exit and continue to Perugia along the European Route E45.
§ south: take Orte exit and continue to Terni and Perugia along the European Route E45.
o Next to Perugia, in both cases, San Faustino exit is recommended. Then you should follow the
signs towards the city center.
•

Looking forward to meeting you in Perugia.
The Local Organizing Committee
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